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Objectives

1

What am I going to learn during this session?
1. Describe the Rapid Student Assessment and Review (RSTAR) Program.
2. Review benefits associated with R-STAR Program.
3. Discuss how use of clinical faculty for R-STAR Program
facilitates the partnership between the academic and
clinical programs.
4. Outline strategies to implement the R-STAR Program.

Describe the Rapid Student
Assessment and Review (R-STAR)
Program.
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Background

Background

Demand is increasing for resources from education
programs for student difficulty during training6

Significant
Concern

Early identification of
struggling students1
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Critically important that CPIs are reviewed
thoroughly by an individual with expertise
and specialized training

Early communication
with DCE3
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Background

Background

DCE turnover

Increase class size

Back-to-Back clinical
experiences

More student
accommodations

Planning for
Increased Class
size & 2nd
campus

Distributed Model with core faculty (2012 – 2014)
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Class & Lab
Adjunct faculty have
expertise to teach and
evaluate student
knowledge and
performance

Adjunct faculty have
expertise in clinical
education Clinical Education Faculty Reviewers (CEFR)

Methods

SCCEs or Senior Cis
Long-term relationship clinical partners

Distributed Model of
CPI review
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Oversight by
course director

10

Oversight
by DCE
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Training Clinical Education
Faculty Reviewers

Methods

 Role of the DCE and CEFR
 Curriculum and Clinical
Education Program
 Expectations for Student
Performance
 Confidentiality

Methods

Procedure

 CPI Review Process
 Reviewing and Providing
Comments on CPIs
 Case Scenarios
 Reviewer Examples

Initial reviews completed
under supervision of DCE
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Training Clinical Education
Faculty Reviewers

Methods
disclose any conflict
of interest prior to
assignment
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Methods
Clinical Ed Updates

Program Updates

•
•

•

•

Dates
Upcoming
Reviews
Performance
Expectations

•

Methods

Annual Program
Curriculum
Meeting
Ongoing Training

Quality Control
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Background
& Methods

Let’s meet Kim
Describe how you became involved in
the academic program?
What is your process for completing
reviews?

Questions
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Review benefits associated with RSTAR Program.

Benefits
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• Catch student issues early
• Individualized feedback to students
about performance
• Provide suggestions to CI about
teaching strategies
• Feedback to CI and student about
accurate completion of CPI
• Affirmation of good clinical teaching to
CI
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Benefits

Benefits

Timing

Catch student
issues early
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“I have just started my reviews and came
across one with several significant concerns
in Professional Behavior, Professional
Development and Communications. The
student is XXXX.
Both CI’s have mentioned improvements in
the last week, but, in light of the significant
concerns, I feel it would be best to have you
review this student.”
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Let’s hear from Kim
Benefits
Tell us about a time when you found an
issue. What was it? What steps did
you take?

Individualized
feedback to student
about performance
challenging area

“Remember this is a learning experience and
your CI providing feedback is to help you
grow and reach performance expectations.
Take advantage of the feedback and be
receptive.”

Affective domain
Defensive behavior noted by CI
Take a photo
for the handout
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Benefits
Individualized
feedback to student
about performance
challenging area
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“The various lines, tubes, and equipment in
the acute care environment can be
overwhelming at first. It may be helpful for
you to make a pre and post treatment
checklist that you can refer to on your
clipboard to ensure you don’t miss any
steps.”

Benefits
Individualized
feedback to student
about performance
challenging area

Psychomotor domain
CI and student noted student having difficulty
setting up and ending PT session in acute care
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“Sounds like you are progressing well during
this clinical. Don't be afraid to show up early
to prepare for the day or use downtime in the
morning to prepare for the influx of afternoon
patients. Do research on diagnosis or
interventions in the evenings too so you can
get the most out of your time in the clinic.”

Knowledge
CI noted student having difficulty recalling
information in the moment
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Benefits
Individualized
feedback to student
about performance
Reinforce positive
behaviors

Benefits

“You and your CI have completed some
excellent reflection here. Utilize this to help
you establish further goals for this clinical
and evaluate your progress.”

Provide suggestions
to CI about teaching
strategies
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“Even though you don’t have techs at
your facility, maybe you could have the
students utilize you as a tech.”
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for the handout
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Let’s hear from Kim
Benefits
Affirmation of good
clinical teaching to
CI

“Student xxxx - It sounds like you are
learning a lot during the first four
weeks. Keep challenging yourself to
improve your skills and confidence.
Keep up the good work. CI xxx - I love
your use of weekly journals and goal
setting! Thank you for all of your time
and efforts in providing this valuable
learning experience.”

How do you think the feedback you
provide impacts student and CI
performance?
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Benefits

Benefits

Feedback to CI and
student about
accurate
completion of CPI

Feedback to CI
and student about
accurate
completion of CPI
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2nd Full-Time Experience
Expectation = Intermediate
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STUDENT FINAL: “I still need to improve in this area
I would like to become more confident with more
complex exams but I do feel like I've made strides during
this rotation”
CI FINAL: “Growing understanding of differential
diagnoses for clinical presentations…..Will benefit from
continued experience observing for any red flag items
and getting comfortable with communicating to
physicians
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Benefits
Provide feedback
about accurate
completion of CPI

Wow!!! I have never seen someone make entry level in all categories on just
their 2nd affiliation. The average student will fall somewhere between
Advanced Beginner and Intermediate at this point in their education. I have no
doubt that student is doing very well but to be on the safe side and to be sure
that we are seeing the most accurate assessment of his performance I think it
would be a good idea to review CPI anchors (Beginner - Beyond Entry-level).
Keep in mind you must consider all five performance dimensions (quality,
supervision/guidance, complexity, consistency, and efficiency) in your ratings.
In order to be at entry-level and beyond entry-level, student would need to be
100% independent providing high quality patient care, seeing a full caseload,
managing simple and complex patients, and handling ambiguous situations.
Additionally, at Beyond entry-level, student would serve as a resource for
others…

Benefits
CIs supported
Program level
process
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Let’s hear from Kim
Benefits
Maximizes skill
sets

What do you believe are the benefits to
having clinicians with expertise in
clinical education review CPIs?

 DCEs can focus on students who
need support and unload the CI
 CEFRs can recognize issues and
provide guidance/instruction from
a CI perspective
 CIs can focus on their skillset as a
clinical teacher
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Let’s hear from Kim

3

Discuss how use of clinical faculty for
R-STAR Program facilitates the
partnership between the academic and
clinical programs.

What have you learned about the
process of being a clinical education
faculty reviewer?
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Let’s hear from Kim

Program’s Perspective

How does your involvement as a
CEFR impact the partnership between
the academic program and clinical
site?

Increased
communication
between
Program &
Clinical Sites
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Shared mental
model
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Benefits &
Partnership

4

Outline strategies to implement the RSTAR Program.

Questions
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Step 1

Let’s hear from Kim
What advice do you have for a
Program looking implementing CEFRs
and to new CEFRs.

Sell it
 Optics
 Funding
 Current challenges
 Benefits
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Step 2

Step 3

Identifying CEFRs
 Who would be clinical partners?
 How will you select?
 What is their longevity/loyalty?
 Can you give them adjunct faculty
status?

Training
 Who will do the training?
 What needs to be included your manual?
 How would training occur?
 How will you handle FERPA issues?
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Our manual
available here 
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Step 4

In Summary….
What just happened in this session? 
1. Described the Rapid Student Assessment and Review (RSTAR) Program.
2. Reviewed benefits associated with R-STAR Program.
3. Discussed how use of clinical faculty for R-STAR Program
facilitates the partnership between the academic and
clinical programs.
4. Outlined strategies to implement the R-STAR Program.

Ongoing quality control
 How will you monitor performance?
 How do you engage all faculty?
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Let’s hear from Kim

Summary
What else would you like to
say?

Questions
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Join us for ELC 2023 in Philadelphia!
Save the date:
October 13-15, 2023
pteducationleadershipconference.org
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